Abstract. According to the design requirements that the operating rod should provide a sensing capability to make the operator at the remote end be personally on the scene, in this paper, we propose a force feedback operating rod equipped with 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism as the basic configuration by analyzing the configuration of a variety of operating rods. Through the analysis of the forward and inverse kinematics and statics of the 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism, we determined the force / torque mapping calculation method of the static calculation, joint space and operation space of the force feedback operating rod. On this basis, taking the mechanism dexterity determined by Gosselin method as an indicator, we integrated the size of force feedback operating rod of 3-RRR mechanism. Finally, through the simulation analysis of the force transmission performance, we proved that the mechanism has good torque-isotropic degree in the middle area of the working space, so as to determine the task space of the force feedback operating rod.
Introduction
As an interface of human-computer interaction (computer or robot) based on force, force feedback device can collect the movement information of human hands to control a computer or robot as well as output a regular force feedback for the operator, through which the physical state of a computer or robot can be felt by the operator. At present, teleoperation operating technology based on force feedback equipment is widely used by robot systems in outer space, dangerous, radioactive, high temperature, poisonous, undersea environment and other special environment. As it is extremely difficult for professionals to control the robot to complete a task in the above environment, any error in operation can lead to huge losses. Therefore, the teleoperation operating system requires very high accuracy, efficiency and safety performance. As shown in Figure 1 , the force interaction technique based on force interaction devices can effectively improve the "telepresence" and "transparency" of teleoperation systems, which can increase force sense information on the basis of visual and auditory channels to help the operator to perceive the unknown environment from the client end, feel like being personally on scene and greatly improve the ability to complete the teleoperation task. Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of man-machine operation of force feedback operating rod As the mechanism configuration of the force feedback operating rod determines its working space, dexterity, force transmission performance and so on, the first step in the design of the force feedback operating rod is to select and design the configuration of the mechanism reasonably. There are many kinds of mechanism of force feedback devices, which can be divided into three categories according to the configuration characteristics: series type, parallel type and mixed type. Characteristics of good configuration include high stiffness, high precision, small inertia, large output force / torque, compact structure in accordance with human engineering and so on. By comparing the series-parallel mechanism with three rotational degrees of freedom, in this paper, we selected the final configuration scheme of force feedback operating rod with three degrees of freedom and and carried out the modeling and calculation, scale integration and performance analysis.
Configuration Design of the Operating Rod

Comparison and Determination of the Configuration
Often used as a control input device, the operating rod or joystick is one of the most common human-computer interaction interfaces. According to the operation task, the control signal will be transmitted into the control system through the rod, so that the operator can control the operation of the actuator. The traditional operating rod can be divided into the game operating rod and the industrial operating rod according to the application. These operating rods generally use a configuration of series mechanism as shown in Figure 4 . Although the configuration of series mechanism is simple and the angular displacement collected by which can be directly used as the control signal, it has a lot of shortcomings as a force feedback interaction device. Force feedback devices need to be able to provide driving components for torque output and to be mounted on the revolute pairs of each driving, which is generally a servo motor. If the serial mechanism is used, the motor will move along with the rotating shaft, as the motor quality is rather large, the quality and inertia of the operating end will be increased, which is not conducive to the transparency and reverse driving performance of the force feedback device. At the same time, the moving chain of the series mechanism is generally longer. With larger size and poor stiffness, it is not conducive to the compactness of the device. When designing a force feedback operating rod, mechanism configuration should be designed to meet the three degree of freedom, as all of the driving motor should be installed on the base with a larger working space and better ergonomic characteristics.
To control the gesture of mechanical arm in a special environment, force feedback operating rod proposed in this paper should have three rotational degrees of freedom and can make X, Y, Z coordinate axes in space fixed coordinate system (the coordinate system of force feedback device) couple rotate or sequentially rotate as well as output the regular feedback torque to the operator. The rotation range should be along the X, Y, Z three coordinate axes with relative fixed initial position, rotation range: -45 degrees to +45 degrees; Feedback torque output should be along the X, Y, Z three coordinate axes, the continuous output feedback torque 300Nmm; the envelope size should be less than 200mm * 200mm * 300mm; attitude angle of operating rod at the real time output end, that is : operating rod angle around the Y, X, Z three coordinate axes, accuracy of 0.1 degree. According to the above requirements, the spherical parallel mechanism (SPM) was selected as the mechanism scheme. Spherical parallel mechanism with three degrees of freedom is a kind of parallel mechanism with few degrees of freedom, which is usually used as the robot's shoulder, joint, and so on. With a very good dexterity and stiffness, it can meet the mechanism requirements of the force feedback operating rod.
For the spherical parallel mechanism with three degrees of freedom, the domestic and foreign scholars have carried out a more systematic study as Asada [1] presented a kind of spherical mechanism drivingn by a common axis, Karouia [2] et al. proposed a 3-UPU mechanism, Raffaele [3] [4] studied 3-RRS joint joint and 3-URC joint joint as shown in Figure 5 , figure 6, Gosselin [5] et al. developed a Agile Eye camera positioning device. In addition, Li Qinchuan et al. [6] proposed a 3-PRS spherical three degree of freedom parallel mechanism, as shown in figure 7 ; Huang Zhen, etc. [7] Yanshan University, analyzed the kinematic characteristics of a variety of three degrees of freedom by using the anti spiral theory, Including 3-RPS, 3-UPU (RRPRR), 3-PSP, 3-CS and other mechanisms, as shown in Figure 8 to Figure 12 respectively. In summary, as there are many kinds of parallel mechanisms that can achieve the three degree of freedom spherical movement, Factors that should be considered in the design of a mechanism should include compact structure, easy implementation and high reliability and so on. Compared to mobile pair and ball pair, the revolute pair is easier to implement, and the frictional resistance is smaller, therefore, 3-RRR mechanism, a simple and reliable mechanism is selected as the configuration of force feedback operating rod in the design of this paper, as shown in Figure 12 . 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism has the following advantages compared with the other three degree of freedom mechanisms:
Under the same working space and output impedance, three degree of freedom spherical parallel mechanism with small size, simple and compact structure;
2) The structure stiffness is high making it not easy to bend and deform and with high external load bearing capacity;
3) None Error accumulation and amplification effect, high precision; 4) As a fully symmetrical parallel mechanism, the spherical mechanism has better isotropic properties; 5) As moving chain is short, the driving device is fixed on the base, so the operation end is light, the motion inertia is small, and the dynamic response performance of the high velocity operation is good; 6) Rotational degrees of freedom with three rotating shafts into one point, similar with human body's joint, shoulder, and so on, in accordance with the principles of human engineering.
Configuration Scheme of the Operating Rod
The force feedback operating rod configuration is shown in Figure 13 . Originally proposed by Asada and Cro Granito [8] , this kind of 3-RRR spherical parallel structure then got the attention and research of many scientists. (Craver 1989[9] , Gosselin and Angeles 1989 [10] ), and has been widely used. In 1994, using 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism, Gosselin and Hamel [11] developed the famous device, Agile Eye. The miniature camera installed of the end can rotate flexibly along the three rotating shafts, the working space of which is larger than the human eye. Through the size optimization and analysis kinetic, the mechanism obtained a very high accuracy. Using human body engineering characteristics of 3-RRR parallel mechanism, Malosio developed a robot system to meet the requirements of ankle rehabilitation.
The mechanism has three rotational degrees of freedom, the rotating shafts of which meet in the center of rotation of the end actuator. This configuration is similar to the human body's joint, shoulder, etc. and in accordance with the principles of human engineering. The operating rod is designed on the platform. The feedback force for the operator is realized by the permanent magnet synchronous motor driving joint with less torque ripple. High-precision absolute encoder is mounted on three degree of freedom joints, helping operator to find the reference point of kinematics solution and kinematic solution accuracy of the mechanism. 
Analysis of Kinematics and Statics of 3-RRR Spherical Parallel Mechanism
3-RRR mechanism consists of three branch chains, a moving platform, and a static platform. Each branch chain is composed of two connecting rods and three revolute pairs. The static platform of the mechanism is the frame and the moving platform is connected with the operating rod. In order to obtain the control signal to input the operator, we have to obtain the rotation angle of the moving platform around the three axis, that is, attitude angle (
, represented by Z-X-Y Euler angle in this paper. Firstly, we model the 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism.
Fig. 14 3-RRR mechanism and its structure parameters
The three branch chains of the 3-RRR mechanism have the same structure as shown in Figure 14 . The static platform coordinate system is defined as OX0Y0Z0 while moving platform coordinate system is OX0′Y0′Z0′. The coordinate origin is located in the center of rotation, which is defined as O. Z0 axis direction is for the normal direction of the static platform and Z0′ axis is for the moving platform. At the same time, the axis directions of three revolute pairs of each branch chain u i , w i , v i are defined as directions of driving shaft, hinge of frame liking rod and connecting rod, and hinge of connecting rod and moving platform. Each branch chain has four structure parameters:
α1-angle between the two ends of the connecting rod; α2-angle between axis of the two ends of connecting rod; β1-angle between joint angle axis ui and static platform normal; β2--angle between axis vi and moving platform normal OH′.
Inverse Kinematic Analysis
The kinematic analysis of mechanism is the foundation of motion control, and the premise of static solution. The basic method of inverse kinematics analysis is to obtain the rotation matrix of the dynamic coordinate system to the fixed coordinate system through the D-H coordinate system, and then write the constraint Equations according to the geometric relations, and finally solve the Equation.
First of all, the D-H method is used to establish the coordinate system of the mechanism. Then establish a 
The Rotation matrix from coordinate system 
) of the driving joint, then solve the Equation (7) and we can get the inverse kinematics solution of the mechanism.
Velocity Jacobi Matrix
Jacobi matrix is used to describe the velocity relation of joint space and operation space of a mechanism, therefore, the Jacobi matrix is also known as the generalized transmission ratio. Based on the reference [12] , in the following, we will find the Jacobi matrix of the 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism.
Given that the angular velocity of the end of the mechanism is ω , driving joint angular velocity is s  , therefore, the velocity relation of 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism can be described as:
Aω Bs (8) Therefore, A is the Type 1 Jacobi matrix, B is the Type 2 Jacobi matrix, J is velocity mapping between input and output of the mechanism （ sJ ω ） , the velocity Jacobean matrix, and -1 J B A (11) In the control, we need to use the Euler angle for differential of time, so we introduce the conversion matrix R, ω Rt In the formula, J e =JR is the extended Jacobian matrix.
Positive Kinematic Analysis
Given that the driving joint angle is（
）, it is very complex for us to use Equation (7) to find the position and attitude (    ， ， ) of the moving platform, not only difficult to solve, but generally we can not find the only solution. In order to simplify the solution, for the process of positive solution, we define an additional moving platform coordinate system 
Through formula (22), we can find, thus by formula (19)(20), we can solve, and through formula (15), we can work out the rotation matrix from the moving platform to the static platform coordinate system so as to solve the solution of the actual position and attitude.
Static Analysis
The purpose of static analysis is to find the mapping relationship between the joint space and the operation space. In order to implement force control of the end of the force feedback operating rod, when the end of the 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism is known to be stressed, we have to solve the driving torque of each driving joint, so as to control the servo motor to output current of the corresponding size.
Given that the gravity of the mechanism member is 0, taking into account the relationship between the end torque of the mechanism and the driving force of the joint, define external torque of the end of the operating rod as M, and the torque of the driving joint is τ , According to the principle of virtual work, there are 
Analysis of Dexterity and Force Transfer Performance of the Operating Rod Mechanism
Analysis of Dexterity of the Mechanism
Reflecting the overall transmission performance of the mechanism, the dexterity is an important indicator to evaluate the performance of the mechanism [13] . Based on the method of Gosselin [12] , the reciprocal of condition number in Jacobi matrix of 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism is defined as the dexterity index ξ. 
W is the weight matrix,
Defining the global dexterity index of the mechanism in working space [14] :
w is the working space. The global dexterity index of the mechanism is related to its size parameters ([α1, α2, β1, β2] ). It proved that [15] , with the same dexterity isotropic, if the vector u, v, w orthogonal to each other, the input and output velocity mapping of the mechanism achieves the maximum value making the transmission performance of the mechanism the best, that is, the size parameter of the mechanism is orthogonal:
α1=90°,α2=90°; Based on the above orthogonal condition, in order to obtain the optimal configuration, we can search the parameter as shown in Figure 16 when the global dexterity index η achieves maximum value. On the basis of analysis, when β1=β2=54°, the global dexterity index achieves maximum value, ηmax=0.8906, so the size parameter of 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism is: α1=90°, α2=90, β1=54°, β2=54°; 
Analysis of Force Transfer Performance of the Mechanism
The isotropic problem of the output force / torque of an equipment the degree of isotropy of the output force in any direction and output torque around an arbitrary axis of the end of the operation when the device in a position. Force / torque isotropy performance is an important performance index of parallel mechanism and has a great significance of force transmission accuracy measurement and mechanism design optimization For the force feedback operating rod designed in this paper, control performance of the feedback force and the force transfer performance of the mechanism is closely related to each other. Studies on the torque transmission isotropic properties is helpful to determine an area with better transmission performance in working space, thereby to optimize the task space.
Formula (24) can be converted to 1 m
MJ τ
(28) Formula (2.28) shows that the torque isotropy performance depends on the Jacobi matrix. Given that the joint driving torque mode is 1, i.e.:
When the mechanism is not in a singular position, there is a quadratic equation as follows:
Formula (30) shows that the output torque M is located on an ellipsoid when the mode of the joint driving torque vector is 1. Given that σ1Mand σ3M are the maximum and minimum singular value of the matrix, and define the isotropy as:
Formula (31) is equivalent to the reciprocal condition number of force Jacobi matrix Jm: Figure 17 The attitude angle from -45 degrees to 45 degrees, the distribution of torque isotropy in θ-ψ plane
The range of value of KM is 0≤KM≤1. When KM=1, the ellipsoid changes into a sphere, at this time, the isotropy of output torque of the end is the same. For the designed 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism, we take one attitude angle as the control variable in the end attitude space. In the plane of the other two attitude angles, we carry out a uniform scan, and calculate the isotropy of torque at each point. The calculated torque isotropic properties are shown in Figure 17 , and there are
The isotropy of output torque of the 3-RRR spherical mechanism is related to the attitude of the end. In middle region of the attitude space, the torque isotropy has a larger value. When all the three attitude angles are 0, KM is about 0.9995, close to 1, showing that the torque isotropy is better when the operating rod is positioned at the middle position.
The closer to the edge of the attitude space, the worse the isotropy performance of the torque, so when determining the task space of the mechanism, we should be in the center of the working space as far as possible. For 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism, the theoretical work space is a spherical surface, and the center of the sphere is the intersection of each axes. On the basis of design requirements of force feedback operating rod, starting from the zero, the motion range of ±45° of each attitude angles is selected as a task space, and the task space based on Matlab simulation as shown in Figure 18 . 
Conclusion
Based on the design requirements of the force feedback operating rod, in this paper, we designed a kind of force feedback operating rod based on 3-RRR spherical parallel mechanism, integrated the size of the mechanism and analyzed its force transfer performance. On this basis, we determined task space of the force feedback operation by MATLAB simulation analysis. In the middle area of the working space, with good torque isotropic degrees and ergonomics characteristics, the mechanism can be used in a variety of teleoperation manipulator control, providing a good engineering use value.
